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the Western world knew of Euclid's definitions and geometry in general. Then, in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the whole of Euclid's geometry, along with other
mathematical works of the Greeks, Arabs, and Hindus, was translated into Latin.
Similarly in astronomy, Gerbert devised ingenious models of terrestrial and celestial
spheres to illustrate the motions of the earth and heavens as he understood them. In
the twelfth century much more of Greek astronomy was translated from the Arabic
into Latin, and in the thirteenth century Aristotle's work On the Heavens was also
made available. Of the seven liberal arts, music continued to be almost exclusively
theoretical and speculative in nature. Indeed, the applied side, playing and singing
songs, was not properly considered a liberal art; it was thought appropriate only to the
wandering minstrel or jester.
In general, the eleventh and twelfth centuries were a time of probing for the
wellsprings of Hellenic-Roman scholarship that were waiting to be tapped by eager
Western scholars thirsting for new knowledge of the past to apply to the present. From
Gerbert to John of Salisbury and Abelard, new reservoirs of ideas were being dis-
covered as the trickle of classical materials became a flood. The overwhelming mass of
classical knowledge that poured into western Europe between 1000 and 1150 made
the task of absorption both exhilarating and onerous. A tremendous task of educa-
tional development had to be undertaken.
So John of Salisbury and the other humanists lost the battle to the professional
studies in the twelfth century, but the victory of the professional studies did not lead
immediately to modernity, for they themselves were soon brought under the reins of
conservatism and caution by the reconcilers of medieval scholasticism and theology,
led by St. Thomas Aquinas. The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were a time when
the classical flood was dammed, tamed, and brought under the careful direction of
Christian authority. Classical thought was Christianized as it never had been before,
only to see the literary humanists once more take over the educational reins in the
Renaissance of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The scientific specialisms that
had gained such a start in the cathedral schools of the twelfth century were kept
pretty well under wraps, first by the scholastics and then by the Renaissance human-
ists, until they finally began in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries their remark-
able advance that swept all before them and helped to transform traditional Western
civilization into a modern civilization.
Europeans in the twelfth century were a little like the underdeveloped peoples
of the twentieth century who discovered that their advancement could be hastened by
borrowing knowledge and expertise from a more advanced society. The difference was
that the more advanced society for twelfth-century Europe was not a contemporary
one; it had existed some 1000 to 1500 years in the past. It was the professional,
specialized, technical knowledge of the more advanced Graeco-Roman civilization that
initially appealed to the West, instead of its broadly literary or purely humanistic
tradition. In this respect, the western Europeans departed radically from their Byzan-
tine cousins who were favoring the literary studies of the Greeks over their scientific
and technical accomplishments. This fact may reveal a fateful difference, a basic

